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More Parts Makers Start Production at Bike
Valley Portugal
LABEL: HOME

AGUEDA, Portugal – Bike Valley Portugal is gaining momentum as more bike component
manufacturers are starting production here. Like a major maker of suspension forks whose
production is planned to start here in the first quarter of 2017.
The new company founded by Portuguese component
makers Rodi, Miranda, and Ciclo-Fapril that is starting up
aluminium frame production in Portugal – Triangles – is
also behind the production set-up of suspension forks. Triangles is developing this project with one of the world’s
biggest producers of suspension forks. As said production
is planned to start beginning 2017.

Also saddle production
Photo: Alloy frame production at Bike Valley
Portugal will be incomparable to that in Asia
which is pictured here. – Photo Bike Europe

Next to a big producer of suspension forks, also one of
the world’s biggest in saddles has advanced plans to start
production in Agueda, Portugal; the region where most of
the country’s bike companies are located.

Fully robotized alloy frame production
In May 2016 the production of aluminium frames by Triangles will also start in Agueda. At last
month’s Eurobike show the man presiding over the aluminium frame production project – Rodi and
frame-producer Triangles President Armando Levi Silva – presented more details regarding what is
now taking place in Portugal. He said that the alloy frame production in Portugal will be incomparable
to that in Asia. And that it will be commercially viable as it will take place fully robotized. The Triangles facility will have 2 production lines; each with 10 robots.

Adding supply chain flexibility
Investing and setting-up parts production in Portugal is a major move towards adding flexibility to the
supply chain of the bike industry in Europe. Lead times of over six months for essential components
like frames conflict with the growing need to promptly adjust bike production to dealer demand. In
particular because dealers are increasingly reluctant to stock costly (electric and sports) bikes and
want to order later and later in the season.
More is in Bike Europe’s September edition; publication date of the printed magazine is September
25 and online publication date is September 24.
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Aluminium Frame Production Starts in
Portugal
LABEL: HOME

AGUEDA, Portugal – Major Portuguese component makers Rodi, Miranda, and
Ciclo-Fapril announce they will invest € 12 million in aluminium frame production in Agueda, Portugal. Construction of the facility is to start this September.
The frame factory that Rodi, Miranda, and CicloFapril are building will have an initial capacity of
450,000 aluminium frames for e-bikes. In April
2016 production is to start. For phase 2 another
investment of € 5 million is planned.

Photo: The ‘Triangles’ frame facility in
Portugal will be highly automated making
aluminium frames for e-bikes. – Photo
Bike Europe

With Eurobike starting tomorrow the investors
and initiators of the frame facility, which is to be a
vital part of Bike Valley Portugal, regard the time
ripe to present this initiative to the bike industry.

Company name is ‘Triangles’

The frame factory is built on a 63,000m² plot at
the Casarão Industrial Park in Agueda; the town where all Portuguese component
makers, as well as bike makers, are based. The company name of the frame factory
is ‘Triangles’. The President is Armando Levi, who is also President of rim maker
Rodi. Rodi is at Eurobike in Hall A1 – booth 418.

Major move for supply chain flexibility
Investing and setting-up aluminium frame production in Portugal is a major move towards adding flexibility to the supply chain of the bike industry in Europe. This was a
main topic at the 2013, 2014, and 2015 Taipei Cycle Shows. Lead times of over six
months for essential components like frames conflict with the growing need to
promptly adjust bike production to dealer demand. In particular because dealers are
increasingly reluctant to stock costly (electric and sports) bikes and want to order later
and later in the season.
by JACK OORTWIJN last update:25 Aug 2015
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Bike Valley Portugal Takes Shape
for Creating Supply Chain Flexibility
LABEL: HOME

AGUEDA, Portugal – At the Taipei Cycle Show last March initiatives for
creating supply chain flexibility for the bike industry in Europe came to
light in Taipei. Two (aluminium) frame and other component production
centers were discussed; Bike Valley Romania and Bike Valley Portugal.
As it stands now Bike Valley Portugal is becoming reality.
Investments in setting up a frame and other
component production center in Agueda,
Portugal (the town and region where the
Portuguese bike industry is based) are
taking place now. Bike Valley Portugal is
more than a (highly automated) frame
factory in Agueda.

Photo: Bike Valley Portugal is more
than an aluminium frame factory in
Agueda. The Portuguese bike
industry is based here with numerous
parts makers like Rodi, Miranda,
Polisport among others. – Photo Bike
Europe

For decades the Portuguese bike industry
has been based here along with numerous
parts makers like Rodi, Miranda, Polisport
among many others. Decathlon’s bike
producer RTE and other makers produced
1.6 million bikes here in 2014, most are
exported to Spain. For the whole year 2015
production is expected to amount to 1.8
million units and forecasted to grow to 2.5

million in the next three years.

Presenting Bike Valley Portugal
With Eurobike coming up the investors and initiators regard the time ripe to
present Bike Valley Portugal to the bike industry. For more see Bike Europe’s
August (Eurobike preview) edition which was mailed yesterday. Bike Europe’s
August edition will have extra circulation at Eurobike. Free copies can be
picked up at the Media boxes at Foyer West and East as well as at the Bike
Europe booth in Foyer West, booth 006.
by JACK OORTWIJN last update:12 Aug 2015
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Growth on All Fronts for European
Bicycle Industry in 2014
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

BRUSSELS, Belgium – 2014 was a very positive year for the European
bicycle industry. EU employment, production and sales in 2014 grew
compared to the 2013 figures. This is the outcome of an economic study
carried out by CONEBI, the Confederation of the European Bicycle
Industry.
According to that study, named European
Bicycle Industry & Market Profile (BIMP)
2015 with 2014 statistics, bicycle sales in the
28 EU member states was up 2.3%. A total
of 20,234,000 bicycles (including ebikes)
were sold throughout the European Union
last year.
Photo: A total of 20,234,000 bicycles
(including ebikes) were sold
throughout the European Union last
year. – Photo Bike Europe

Low estimate on ebike sales

Production in 2014 increased also; with 5.1%
according to the CONEBI study to a total of
close to 12 million bikes; again including electric bicycles. With regard to e
bikes the Federation states that sales in this category grew with 25.6% to
1,139,000 units. This total is a low estimate. In its June/July edition, which
contained a 2014 Market Report for EU ebike imports and sales, this trade
journal concluded that the 2014 volume of the ebike, eMTB and speed ebike
market in Europe stood at 1,325,000 units.

Increased number of EU workers
CONEBI states in the press release on the BIMP study that, “The investments
the EU bicycle industry has been doing are bringing noticeable results.” Next to
a with 5% increased production this is also reflected in an increased number of
EU workers employed in the European bicycle, ebike and bicycle parts &
accessories industries. 27.670 is the number of EU workers employed by the
industry in 2014 compared to 26.569 EU workers employed in 2013. This is an
increase of 4.1%.
For more on the European Bicycle Industry & Market Profile 2015 see
www.conebi.eu.
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Focus Targets Female E-MTBers
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

CLOPPENBURG, Germany – High expectations on market developments made
Derby Cycle decide to do more than a line-up of new MY 2016 e-MTB’s, but
ones for specific target groups. It’s another indication of a coming perfect
storm in e-MTB’s.
The most eye-catching e-MTB of Derby Cycle is
the Focus branded Lady-bike Jarifa Bosch 27
Donna. It is not only a lady’s styled bike but features also a female dedicated geometry. The
aluminium hardtail comes with 27.5-inch wheels
in combination with a Bosch Performance-Line
e-MTB drive train and 400Wh battery pack.
Photo: The Jarifa Bosch 27 Donna is
Focus’ answer on rapidly expanding
e-MTB market. – Photo Derby Cycle

Market segments

Next to Focus other brands like Haibike, Bulls,
Scott and KTM have diversified their 2016
e-MTB offering for different market segments. And more are expected which are to
be launched at the upcoming Eurobike that opens its doors on August 26 and at the
Demo Day on August 25.
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Dutch King Opens Brand New Gazelle
Factory
LABEL: HOME

DIEREN, the Netherlands – His Majesty the King will officially open on Thursday
September 3, 2015 the brand new bicycle factory of Royal Dutch Gazelle.
Gazelle is part of the Pon Bicycle Group that invested about 10 million in the
construction of the new facility at the existing premises.
His Majesty’s Gazelle opening and visit will include a tour of the factory and he is to speak
with various Gazelle employees. The construction of the new Gazelle factory which included
the renovation of the over 100 year old monumental façade of the facility took place on the
current location of Gazelle.
Directly behind the renovated old front an ultramodern office was built as well as a 7,000 m²
large assembly hall. Next to the assembly lines
where e-bikes and regular bicycles are made
there’s also a new and fully automated paint
shop in this hall. Gazelle brand new factory also has a test track for e-bikes and all
other bicycles.
Photo: His Majesty King Willem Alexander (pictured here with his wife Queen
Maxima) is to open the brand new
Gazelle facility. – Photo Bicycle Dutch
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E-Bikes Grow Bigger and Bigger at Accell Group
LABEL: HOME

AMSTERDAM, the Netherlands – At last Friday’s press conference on the
mid-year financial results of Accell Group NV the holding company of numerous bike companies reported a 13% turnover growth. This double digit plus was
thanked to higher e-bike and sports bike sales. In particular e-bikes and
Haibike’s new e-Performance bikes are pushing Accell’s turnover made with
e-bikes to new highs.
Accell Group CEO René Takens reported strong
financial results as the holding saw its activities
in Germany grow with 22% for the turnover realized with the sale of (electric) bikes. In the first
half year of 2015 e-bikes accounted for a big
45% of the total turnover of 433 million euro Accell makes with its bicycle sales.
Photo: Accell Group CEO René Takens
reported strong financial results. – Photo
Bike Europe

Strong performance

In particular German subsidiary Winora Group
performed strong in particular with solid sales of
Haibike performance e-bikes. “Demand for this
relatively new and special category of electric bicycles saw continued strong growth.
Accell Group is trendsetter and market leader in this field in Europe. Growth in sports
bicycles in the higher segment also continued among others due to solid sales of
Ghost bikes,” says Accell in its press release on the mid-year results.

Other countries
Next to Germany also in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, the UK, Italy and
Scandinavia the Accell companies performed strong as turnover upped 24% thanked
to higher sales of e-bikes and Haibike’s e-Performance bikes. The same growth figures was scored in North America.

Disappointing part
The only disappointing part in Accell’s financial half year report are the results in its
home market the Netherlands, which is still the company’s biggest sales territory. Accell’s turnover dropped here by 3% and the number of bikes sold decreased by 5%.
That drop was partly due to the effects of a changing Dutch Bike-to-Work scheme with
less government subsidies for consumers. Also the weather conditions in the first six
months were not that favourable as a year earlier.
For more on Accell’s financial report click to the report that was published last
Friday; see http://www.bike-eu.com/home/nieuws/2015/7/accell-scores-doubledigit-growth-10124364
by JACK OORTWIJN last update:28 Jul 2015
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Intersport Expands Investments in
Machecoul Bike Factory
LABEL: HOME

MACHECOUL, France – Intersport France is investing another 6 million
euro in its Machecoul ‘Manufacture Française du Cycle, MFC’ bike
factory. Two industrial plots are bought adjacent to the current facility
where a logistics center will be built.

Photo: The ‘Manufacture Française
du Cycle’ bike factory bought two
industrial plots adjacent to the current
facility where a logistics center will be
build. – Photo MFC

Since Intersport France took over the facility
from Cycleurope in 2013 over 10 million euro
were already invested in Manufacture
Française du Cycle. According to a French
business publication the money was used for
a test center as well as a stateoftheart
paint shop capable of power coating the
frames.
The additional investment of 6 million euro is
for a 50,000m² plot on which a 12,000 m²
logistics facility will be built in two stages and

two buildings.

Production increase
According to the French business publication ‘l’Usine Nouvelle’ the Machecoul
facility produced 131,000 bikes in the year of the takeover 2013. Production
increased to 245,000 bicycles in 2014, of which 4050% for Intersport and the
rest for other customers (Go Sport, Sport 2000 as well as supermarket chains
like Auchan, Leclerc, Cora, Casino, Intermarché). What contributed to the
growth was the return to Machecoul of the production of the Intersport brand
Nakamura from Portugal, Italy and Bulgaria.

Sunn bikes for IBD’s
Manufacture Française du Cycle is to launch its Sunn brand to French IBD’s
this September which will include electric bikes. This year MFC plans to
produce some 12,000 ebikes. Total production target stands at 350,000 to
360,000 units which is to grow to 400,000 – 450,000 in 20192020. Currently
MFC has a staff of 225; up from 178 at the time of the takeover.
by JACK OORTWIJN
Before commenting read our rules on posting a comment.
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Winora – Haibike Show Exploding Offering in E-MTB’s
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

SCHWEINFURT, Germany – That e-MTB’s and speed e-bikes will be a main
theme at the MY 2016 ranges that are to be world-premiered at the upcoming
Eurobike is something everybody is expecting. However, how big this offering
will be, is now becoming clear.
A first indication on how that offering will look
like has already been shown by Specialized last
month. Big S is moving from one to six models
of the new Specialized Turbo Levo with retail
prices ranging from 5,000 to 9,000 euro. See:

Huge influx
Photo: Winora – Haibike is tripling its
MY 2016 offering in e-MTB’s and Performance e-bikes. – Photo Haibike

Another indication on what’s to happen in the
relative new categories of e-MTB’s and speed
e-bikes, was presented by German bike maker
and Accell Group subsidiary Winora last week. A

huge influx of models is appearing.

Tripling the E-MTB success
At last year’s Eurobike Winora with its Haibike brand stoked the latent e-MTB fire by
presenting a new XDuro Performance line-up. It attracted huge attention as well as
2014 sales, according to Accell Group’s financial reports. This year Winora – Haibike
are aiming at tripling that success. That is to say; the company is tripling its offering in
e-MTB’s and Performance e-bikes.

From 12 to 41 models
That MY 2016 offering was presented at the Winora Dealer Camp that was held July
12 to 14. It attracted over 500 visitors (last year only some 200). Winora showed here
that its XDuro 2016 series of Haibike Performance e-bikes is expanding from 12 to 41
models, including 9 with carbon frames. Except for the speed e-bike, all have the new
Bosch CX Performance mid-motor drive system with 500Wh batteries.
More on Specialized’s, Winora and lots of others e-MTBs is in Bike Europe August
(Eurobike preview) issue with online publication date August 10 and print August 11.
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Specialized Starts in E-MTBs in Cooperation with Brose
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

MORGAN HILL – The e-MTB market is expected to get a big boost with lots of
newcomers for MY 2016. Also Specialized jumped on board with the introduction of their Turbo Levo range which contains no less than six models. The mid
motor for the Turbo Levo was exclusively developed by Brose.
“We didn’t want a drive train system off the
shelve that wouldn’t meet our requirements for
hundred percent,” emphasized Specialized Product Manager Marco Sonderegger at the press
launch in Leogang last weekend. The 250 Watt
mid motor provides support up to 25 km/h and in
three commonly used levels: Turbo, Trail and
Eco.
Photo: The Specialized Turbo Levo
comes in six different versions. – Photo
Specialized

Mission Control App

The most notable missing element in the Turbo
Levo concept is the absence of a display or control unit on the handlebar. “We believe
that the majority of customers don’t want a huge display on the handlebars,” explained Marco Sonderegger. The control unit is fully integrated in the frame battery.
Three buttons and ten LEDs allow the driver to switch on and off the system, select
the drive mode and check the battery level. All the other information like speed, cadence, rider power, and more is communicated via Bluetooth and ANT+ to the Mission Control App.
The Specialized Turbo Levo comes in six different versions, in price ranging between
4,999 euro for the HT Comp 6Fattie WMNS and 8,999 euro for the S-Works FSR
6Fattie.
A full report on Specialized’s start on the e-MTB market is in Bike Europe’s August
(Eurobike preview) edition which will be available online on August 10 and in print August 11.
by JAN-WILLEM VAN SCHAIK
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E-Bike Sales in Holland Grows with
Amazing Figures
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

AMSTELVEEN, the Netherlands – After a year that saw e-bike sales rising with a
big 16.1% many in Holland expected a slowdown in 2015. The opposite happened. In the first four months of the year sales increased with even bigger
numbers.
Is it because of speed e-bikes of which sales is
accelerating? Or is it because of the starting
e-MTB trend in combination with the fact that
Dutch consumers are willing to spend money
again as the country’s economy started growing?

Huge growth in January – April
Photo: Prices for electric bikes are
maintained at a high level; they even
upped with 2.4%. – Photo Joris Telders

The data of market researcher GfK Benelux
doesn’t provide an answer on these questions.
But what it does say about e-bike sales in the
Netherlands in the first four months of 2015 in comparison to the same period in 2014
is that it grew with a big 23,5%! A total of 63,619 new e-bikes were sold at dealers in
the January to April 2015 period compared to 51,510 during the same period in 2014.

Expected total 2015 sales
Last year the Dutch e-bike market saw total sales of some 225,000 units. When in
the coming months sales will continue to grow with the same pace as during the first
four months of the year, 2015 total sales will end at some 265,000 units. This will represent a market share of over 25%!

E-bike sales by turnover
Looking at e-bike sales by turnover, the growth rate stands even higher. At 26.5%.
This means that prices for electric bikes are maintained at a high level. The average
sales price per sold e-bike stood at € 2,065 in the named 2015 period. This is 2.4%
higher compared to the the first four months of 2014.
More on the amazing development of the e-bike market in the Netherlands is in Bike
Europe’s August – Eurobike preview – edition. Publication date is August 11. This
edition will be online on August 10.
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Bosch Boosts E-MTB Market With New
Drive Train
LABEL: HOME

REUTLINGEN, Germany – Bosch made an important step forward with the introduction of an e-MTB dedicated Performance Line CX. This drive train system
offers OEMs the opportunity to open up the e-MTB market for a wider audience.
Though the features of the Performance Line CX
are designed to upgrade the performance of
e-MTB the usability is off course not limited to
this market category. “As an OEM supplier you
never know where your products end up”, said
Global Sales and Service manager of Bosch
eBike Systems Armin Harttig at the presentation
of the Performance Line CX.
Photo: “We have taken into account the
growing demand for drive systems to be
used for sporting purposes,” said Claus
Fleischer, Senior Vice President of
Bosch eBike Systems. – Photo Bike Europe

Bosch’s new drive train system offers direct response, a significantly higher torque and maximum assistance of up to 300% the Bosch Performance Line CX. “We have taken into account
the growing demand for drive systems to be
used for sporting purposes,” said Claus Fleischer, Senior Vice President of Bosch
eBike Systems.
The torque of the CX line was increased from 60 to 75 Newton meters enabling MTBers to accelerate faster at low cadences especially on steep ascents or out of a
bend. Even starting on an uphill slope is no trouble at all. The special feature of the
Bosch system is that the torque remains high even at higher cadences and at when
starting from standstill.
In Turbo mode the Performance Line CX provides maximum assistance of up to
300%, which is a perceptible improvement on the Performance Line’s peak of 275%
and 225% with the Active Line.
More on Bosch’s new product and the company’s view on the e-bike market in the
August issue of Bike Europe.
Published By 23 Jun
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Gazelle’s New Production Plant Put into
Operation
LABEL: HOME

DIEREN, the Netherlands – Royal Dutch Gazelle has put its brand new, stateof-the-art bicycle factory into operation on the 1st of June. With this most modern factory in Europe Gazelle aims to become the number one premium brand
in electric bicycles in Western Europe.
Last week employees of the biggest bike maker
in the Netherlands started assembling bicycles
and e-bikes at their new workplaces which is
best described as an architectural masterpiece
connecting history with modern manufacturing.

Lean and clean
As Gazelle started making bicycles in 1902 in
Dieren, the Netherlands (while there’s even an
older wall supposedly from the paintshop which
dates back to 1860) there are lots of historical
building at the site where the bike maker’s is still
based. These are now wonderfully connected to the new assembly hall.

Photo: Gazelle’s brand-new assembly
hall is spacious with lots of glass for a
light and open workspace. – Photo:
Jan-Willem Schouten

Gazelle (and its owner Pon Holdings) have put a lot of effort in this well thought out
architectural approach. Thus, the wall of the section from 1902 is, thanks to a roofing
structure, entirely conserved. The main building, dating from 1912, has been completely refurbished and is via the company restaurant connected to the new, spacious
and bright, newly built assembly hall. The whole operation from old to new has been
dominated by ‘lean and clean’.

Offices and factory are connected
Also the Beltman wing from 1950’s has been completely refurbished. The walls now
have large windows which connects the assembly hall with the offices. Through a
life-size picture on the wall of the restaurant, the image of the 1902 factory is brought
to life.

New assembly process
With the all-new paintshop, which is already operational since one year, production
now takes place according to the ‘lean’ principle. With the new assembly process put
in operation this is further perfected. It means that waste is meticulously prevented.
The same goes for the efficiently handling of stocks which resulted in the cancellation
of one planning phase and less stock at assembly workplaces.

48 hours lead time
Next to the ‘lean’ principle’ Gazelle also operates according to the 5S system.
Through that continuous improvement is realized. The entire production process, from
an unfinished frame to a complete new bike is now completed within 48 hours. It
stands for a big efficiency improvement. Noteworthy is that the factory remained oper-
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ational during the two-year overhaul.
Click on the photos underneath for a comprehensive insight into what’s currently Europe’s most state-of-the-art bike factory.

Photo

Royal Dutch Gazelle has put
its brand new, state-of-the-art
bicycle factory into operation
on the 1st of June
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French E-Bike Market Follows Upward
Trend
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

PARIS, France – Like on other leading European markets, bicycle sales in
France surged in volume and turnover last year. Also e-bike sales are up big
and are now becoming trend setting. The total value of the bike and P&A market increased by 7.5% to 1.616 billion euro.
The frontrunner on the French market is the
e-bike which generated double digit growth figures again in 2014. Last year the French bought
77,500 electric bicycles an increase of 37%
compared to 2013. The e-bike is shaking up the
French bicycle mobility market as folding bikes
also booked sharp growth figures (+14%) while
the classic city bike sales declined by 5.4%.
Photo: Last year the French IBDs increased their bicycle sales by 6% in
turnover and have a market share of
50%. – Photo Bike Europe

Close to 3 million bikes sold

French industry organizations Univelo and FPS
report growth in overall bicycle sales in 2014 of
7% to 2,977,600 units, representing a total value
of 918,8 million euro. The average retail price rose by 8.5% to 307 euro. Sales of
parts and accessories increased by 6% to 697,3 million euro compared to 2013.

Changing retail landscape
The big winner in the French distribution channels for bikes and bike products are the
webshops. Last year they managed to grow their business by 29% in the sale of
complete bikes and 24% in value. IBDs increased their bicycle sales by 6% in
turnover and hold a 50% market share. Sports supermarkets like Decathlon hold a
market share of 34% in value, and managed to increase their sales by 12% last year.
Published By 9 Apr
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Groundbreaking Ceremony of Flanders’
Bike Valley
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

BERINGEN, Belgium – The Tour the Flanders was not the only highlight of the Belgium cycling scene in the past days. Last Friday the 7 founders celebrated the official start of the construction of Flanders’ Bike Valley.
The project stands for a scientific and conscious approach on the future of bicycles and the bicycle industry in general. More than 150 attendants mainly
from the sports industry together with governmental
officials attended the ground breaking event.

Research and test centre
Flanders’ Bike Valley will become a research and
test centre for cycling related enterprises in BelPhoto: Last Friday the 7 founders celebrated the official start of the construction
gium’s Limburg province and the rest of the Flanof Flanders' Bike Valley. – Photo Flanders'
ders region. “Existing companies and start-ups will
Bike Valley
gather at this cycling innovation hub,” said Limburg
province governor Herman Reynders. “This centre
proves that the province of Limburg is once again aiming at future-oriented, innovative activities. It is the best guarantee for new company investments and job creation.”

Facilities focused on sports bikes
“The new research & development centre will offer facilities that are primarily focused on
sports bikes,” said Marc Hufkens, Chairman of Flanders Bike Valley. “Today’s sports bikes
cannot be compared to the ones that were common 10 or 20 years ago. Production has
become a high-tech process. Every second counts, or even one hundredth of seconds.
Cycling has become more like Formula One.”

7 companies partnering
The necessity of a dedicated cycling test centre was a huge bottleneck for the bicycle industry in Flanders. This was the reason for 7 companies to partner in the Flanders’ Bike
Valley association. Ridley Bikes, BioRacer, Lazer, Flanders’ Drive, Voxdale, Bert Celis and
Marc Hufkens started the project in late 2013. By now, not less than 40 stakeholders are
participating in Flanders Bike Valley.

High-tech windtunnel
The test centre will contain a wind tunnel with high-tech PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry)
measuring system based on laser technology, a lab, multiple work places and a reception
hall. The project has been financed by European fundings and Enterprise Flanders. Their
aggregated support counts for € 950,000.
Published By 7 Apr
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Intersport Machecoul Facility Booming
in Bikes
LABEL: SALES & TRENDS

MACHECOUL, France – Only two years after Intersport France acquired the
Machecoul bike facility from Cycleurope and restarted the company as ‘Manufacture Française du Cycle’ (MFC) it reports booming production figures.
Production planning for 2015 initially stood
350,000 units and according to the latest estimates this will increase to 375,000. In 2013, before retail giant Intersport stepped in the output
of the Machecoul facility stood at only 130,000
bicycles.

Tripled production
Photo: Exactly two years after the Intersport group in France acquired the
ex-Micmo bike factory in Machecoul it is
thriving again. – Photo Bike Europe

Exactly two years after the Intersport group in
France acquired the ex-Micmo bike factory in
Machecoul it is thriving again. In the last two
years the production total has tripled. And it will
not stop there as the goal is set to assemble 400,000 bikes in France in 2016. That
production is to be sold in the Intersport France outlets. However, the company is also
looking at other distribution channels as well as markets outside France.

Main challenges
Yves Salaun, CEO of MFC, said recently in a local French newspaper, “One of the
main challenges is to weigh the three major distribution networks: hypermarkets, supermarkets ‘sports’ and the specialized dealers network. This helps to diversify risk
and increase average prices. We now have more oxygen, volume and margin to survive,” says the man who started his career at Peugeot Cycles in 1980 and who
worked for ten years as Commercial Director for Cycleurope.

Sunn branded bikes
From the in 2015 planned production of 375,00 units some 200,000 are assembled
for Intersport under the Nakamura brand name. In order to further grow the company
MFC plans also to distribute its Sunn branded bikes in the dealer channel. CEO Yves
Salaun says further in the local French newspaper that his company wants to enter
the e-bike market in France. In particular as he expects this market to grow to a big
250,000 units over the next years. Next to that he is also aiming at increasing its supply chain flexibility as he mentions, “We will also see with other partners if the frame
manufacturing could return to Europe.”
by JACK OORTWIJN last update: 6 May 2015
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EU Subsidies for Cycling: 2 Billion Euro
To Unlock
comments: 2 views: 668 label: Industry- & Retail Organizations
BRUSSELS, Belgium - ECF discovered that more than € 2 billion euro can be unlocked for
cycling from EU subsidies until 2020. This amount is three times bigger than in the former
financial period. ECF calls for action.
"We

Through investment in cycling more jobs for European can be created. – Photo ECF
should act immediately to take advantage of this opportunity", said Adam Bodor, ECF
Director of Regional Policy. "By combining national funds and private capital with
European money, member states can benefit from a remarkable return on investment
while fulfilling their commitments for clean and sustainable growth."

Create more jobs by investment in cycling
Kevin Mayne, ECF Director of Development adds that, "We can create more jobs for
Europeans through investment in cycling, not only because it has a proven record for
creation of green and sustainable jobs, but because of the huge contributions it makes to
the EU's wider objectives. Our partners, our businesses and policy makers are ready to
building on cycling's current 650,000 jobs and € 217 billion per year contribution to the EU
economy."

ECF's focus points
There are three focus points for ECF, which correspond to three new publications:
We need more investments in cycling by providing EU subsidies for cycling
measures
We need to integrate cycling into growth plans
We need to provide fiscal benefits for cyclists
Bike Europe - EU Subsidies for Cycling: 2 Billion Euro To Unlock
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Cycling boosts jobs and growth
According to ECF's report "Jobs and job creation in the European cycling sector", there
are more than 650,000 full-time jobs linked to cycling today in Europe. This number is
estimated to increase up to 1 million jobs by 2020 if cycling modal share doubles, as ECF
vision supports. In terms of investments, many member states and the European Union
have protected funding streams for job creation. So this study is a resource to help
supporters of cycling seek funding in those areas too.

Policies and resources for cycling investment
To facilitate national and regional governments ECF put together the most effective tax
and promotional incentives in favour of cycling. For the first time ever, ECF provides case
studies of 11 European countries, analysing the state of play for mileage allowances, tax
allowances and bike purchase schemes in commuting.

Targets on jobs and growth
The timing of presenting 'Cycling for Growth' plan could not be more fitting at the
European level as the new EU Commission has announced a € 300bn investment plan for
reaching the targets on jobs and growth by 2020. Cycling welcomes the Junker investment
plan with high hopes. Through these studies, ECF shows that cycling is ready to play an
important role in the future of Europe and we are going to use them to argue that cycling
should get part of this investment too.
by label: Jan Willem van Schaik 4 Dec 2014
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Miranda Invests in Portuguese Facility
comments: 0 views: 667 label: Home
AGUEDA, Portugal – To improve flexibility and quality, Portuguese bicycle component
manufacturer Miranda invests in additional production capacity including a fully automated
cold forging station.
The investment in new machinery is part of a
production restructuring process in order to
improve manufacturing flow control and flexibility.
"The new customized forging lines are based on
our long term know-how in material handling we
gathered over the years," explains João Filipe
Miranda of Miranda. "The material is processed in
a controlled and fully automatic cold forging
production line with constant parameters, so the
nanostructure of the aluminium retains excellent
mechanical properties at any time."

'Customizing products
"We have been studying and optimizing this production process over the years so each
component will retain the best possible properties resulting in standard high quality. With
these investments we can improve our flexibility in customizing our products even more
than our customers are already used to," says João Filipe Miranda.
Miranda's announcement of the improved production process in Portugal comes with the
introduction of their Infinium crankset with the ChainFlow technology. Main features are
reduction of wear and operation noise. Further it prevents chain drops and improves
overall efficiency. The Infinium has a patented and non-standard tooth profile, as the chain
engages faster on the chainring, directly on the moving parts and on more contact points.
This will significantly reduce wear and enhance the chain load distribution, claims Miranda.

Patented manufacturing processes
To complement the high rigidity and reliability of the Infinium crankset, the Delta crank arm
model is developed using a patented nanostructure cold forged aluminium manufacturing
processes.
The whole set was designed to be extremely durable but light, weighing under 590 grams,
making it one of the lighter cranksets available. The Infinium crankset has been specified
by some major brands on MY 2015 bicycles. The crankset is compatible with all major
drivetrain systems and bottom brackets.
by label: Jan Willem van Schaik 2 Dec 2014
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MUNSTER, Germany - Responding to the call for more flexibility by the largest bike
manufacturers in Europe, lights, locks and e-bike control system producer Trelock is
restarting production in Germany.

Trelock CEO Andreas Rott: ‘From mid 2015 on production is to take place in our own
facility in Münster.’ – Photo Bike Europe
Already this year that production restart is taking place. The parts and accessories maker
has deliberately chosen for Germany as its production location. And with that: "We are
one more company in the bike sector that is re-shoring production from Asia to Europe,"
says Trelock in a press release that continues with: "Made in Germany is for Trelock not
only just standing for Germany's innovation and development power, but also for actual
production of hi-end lights, locks and e-bike displays taking place in Germany."

Already for over 160 years Trelock is developing lights, locks and control systems for
bicycles and e-bikes at its HQ in Münster, Germany. In 1979 production was stopped
here and switched to Asia. R&D stayed in Germany. Earlier this year production was
restarted in Germany. From mid 2015 on production is to take place in a wholly owned
facility in Münster from which also the logistics will be centralized. It is expected that by
2017 about 100 new jobs will be created at the new Trelock factory in Münster.
by label: Jack Oortwijn 23 Sep 2014
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BRUSSELS, Belgium – “The Union industry contributes significantly to technological innovation and spin offs,
such as the recently developed EPACs that would not be economically viable without having a bicycle industry in
the Union.” This says the European Commission in its anti-dumping review of June 5, 2013.

How the European Commission views the bike industry in Europe is all the more interesting given the current
re-shoring initiatives that brings parts production back from Asia. - Photo Bike Europe
How the European Commission views the bike industry in Europe is all the more interesting given the current
re-shoring initiatives that brings parts production back from Asia. And possible subsidies that could go with that in
the EU Green Jobs scheme.

'Greening of transport and decarbonisation'
To highlight some statements made by the European Commission in its review report: "The Union industry
contributes to the environmental goals such as greening of transport and decarbonisation and is also a driving
force for related industries, such as production of bicycle parts, bicycle accessories and related services. In total
the Union industry generates directly and indirectly between 60 000 and 70 000 jobs in the Union market."

'Generating return on investments'
"The Union industry had undertaken efforts to restructure and invested in innovation which would be lost should
the Union industry disappear," continues the European Commission. "To the contrary, with the measures in place,
the Union industry would be able to maintain and even increase sales volume and thereby generating the
necessary return on investments which would enable it to continue to reinvest in new technology and innovation."

P&A production
The review report also stated that there are about 370 companies in the Union, which are supplying components
to the bicycle producers and employ about 16,000 people. The suppliers industry is depending on the
continuation of the bicycles production in the Union. 53 producers of bicycle parts came forward in favour of the
anti-dumping measures, representing 39 % of the estimated 1,2 billion euro of total turnover of the bicycle part
industry."

'Fragile situation'
It is also said that: "The anti-dumping review investigation showed that the industry is still in a fragile situation.
Given the substantial volume of dumped imports from the People's Republic of China and likelihood of
continuation of dumping and injury, there is a strong likelihood that Union production would disappear should
measures be repealed."
by label: Jack Oortwijn 23 Sep 2014
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CHAMBÉRY, France – January 2015 SR Suntour France will start assembling rear shocks in France.
The company’s OEM coordinator Henri Manders announced this at last week’s Eurobike.

SR Suntour OEM coordinator Henri Manders: ‘We start with rear shocks, but this could be expanded
to suspension forks.’ - Photo Arnauld Hackmann
"Already for some time I had plans to move some production to France, but now everybody agreed,"
said Manders, who recently sold his company Vélovertigo to SR Suntour. With this policy change SR
Suntour meets the needs for more supply chain flexibility of bike makers in Europe.
At Eurobike this was a much discussed topic (see: http://www.bike-eu.com/Shows-Events/Conferences
/2014/8/Lead-Time-Is-Our-Biggest-Problem-1586724W/). And for the near future it is expected that
more parts production is to return to Europe; including (alloy) frames.
In the next months the Vélovertigo facility in Chambéry, France will be converted for assembling parts.
Production start is planned for January 2015.

Specific code
"Assembly in Europe is an attractive option for lots of our OEM customers. We will start with rear
shocks only as this component needs specific adjustment for each frame and each geometry,"
explained Manders.
"In our France facility we will be able to customize rear shocks for every customer and for every frame.
Every customized shock will be registered in a specific code. In the future we will be able to expand
our production in France to other components, like suspension forks."

Suntour's start in carbon
More news from SR Suntour is that the company is also starting production of carbon components.
The company that operates factories in Taiwan and China offers carbon components already for some
time. However, actual production took place at subcontractors. The carbon components production will
move step by step to SR Suntour while the range will be broadened to for example bottle holders.
by label: Arnauld Hackmann 4 Sep 2014
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FRIEDRICHSHAFEN, Germany – The meeting on bringing parts production back to Europe which was held today
at Eurobike, saw an outspoken Accell Group COO Jeroen Snijders Blok. He said: “The current situation is not
sustainable. Next to shortened lead times, we need more flexibility.”

Accell Group COO Jeroen Snijders Blok: ‘Current situation is not sustainable. Next to shortened lead times, we
need more flexibility.’ – Photo Bike Europe
Today's meeting on lean production and bringing parts production back to Europe was open to all industry
members. And they came in big numbers. Even to such extent that interested industry peers stood outside the
packed room.

Future of bike industry in Europe
That the interest for this meeting was so big has all to do with the topic of the meeting; the future of the bike
industry in Europe. That future is troubled by long lead times. "Up to six months, not even counting then the six to
seven weeks that the needed components are at sea. This is not sustainable. We have a seasonal product for
which we are hardly able to do a proper forecast. This must change," pleaded Accell COO Snijders Blok.

Analysis of Accell's facility in Hungary
To initiate that change Accell Group and Decathlon joint forces. However, to create more supply chain flexibility by
bringing parts production back to Europe the two companies need more support. The meeting today was intended
to bring together some 25 interested companies. They are asked to join a 2-day workshop in September. There an
analysis of Accell Group's facility in Hungary will be presented.
That analysis has already taken place and Porsche Consulting will discuss the results at the 2-day workshop. One
of the findings of the analysis was that only 42% of all the parts used in production at Accell's Hunland factory are
delivered on time. This brings about a lot of waiting time in assembly.
Much more findings and possible solutions will be presented at the workshop: "Future vision on supply chain and
collaboration between bike makers and suppliers." The workshop will take place on 22 and 23 September. But a
second workshop is planned for later this year as the meeting today caused that the workshop for 22 and 23
September is already fully booked.
by label: Jack Oortwijnwijn 28 Aug 2014
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BRUSSELS, Belgium – A meeting open to all industry members (from Europe as well as from Asia)
on creating a European ‘Bicycle Valley’ through investment by European, Taiwanese and Chinese
parts producers is taking place on Eurobike’s 2nd show day.

Open meeting on “Sustainable Re-Industrialization in Europe” at Eurobike. – Photo Bike Europe
On Thursday 28th August 2014 the meeting will take place from 14:15h to 16:30h at Room Brussels
in the Conference Center East. The meeting is organized by the European Bicycle Manufacturers
Association (EBMA) in association with the World Federation for the Sporting Goods Industry
(WFSGI).

Agenda
After an introduction by WFSGI Secretary General Robbert De Kock and EBMA Chairman Brian
Montgomery speakers from Decathlon and Accell Group will address the meeting. Didier Morelle
(Purchasing Director of Oxylane Group - Decathlon) and Jeroen Snijders Blok (Accell Group COO)
will discuss the project "Sustainable Re-Industrialization in Europe." Currently the first initiatives of
this Re-Industrialization project are developed by bringing back (alloy) frame production to Europe.
The agenda of the meeting on Eurobike 2nd show day says further:
1. Components Producers: can we generate Sustainable Industrial Innovation in the framework of
EU's Horizon 2020 Innovation program? Next to European parts producers, how can
Taiwanese and/or Chinese parts producers be interested to invest in a European 'Bicycle
Valley'?
2. Lean production systems: lower costs thanks to shorter lead times and improved logistics
management. Presentation by WFSGI and Porsche Consulting.
3. Discussion
4. Wrap-up
All industry members (bicycle makers and component makers from Europe as well as from Asia) are
invited to attend the meeting that takes place on Thursday 28th August 2014 from 14:15h to 16:30h
in Room Brussels, Conference Center East. For registration mail to the WFSGI Bicycle manager:
Yves Möri at: ymoeri@wfsgi.org
by label: Jack Oortwijn 26 Aug 2014
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BRUSSELS, Belgium – A meeting open to all industry members (from Europe as well as from Asia)
on creating a European ‘Bicycle Valley’ through investment by European, Taiwanese and Chinese
parts producers is taking place on Eurobike’s 2nd show day.

Next to Accell Group COO Jeroen Snijders Blok (photo), Didier Morelle (Purchasing Director of
Oxylane Group - Decathlon) will be speaking at Supply Chain & Lean Production meeting on the
2nd Eurobike show day. – Photo Bike Europe
On Thursday 28th August 2014 the meeting will take place from 14:15h to 16:30h at Room Brussels
in the Conference Center East. The meeting is organized by the European Bicycle Manufacturers
Association (EBMA) in association with the World Federation for the Sporting Goods Industry
(WFSGI).

Agenda
After an introduction by WFSGI Secretary General Robbert De Kock and EBMA Chairman Brian
Montgomery speakers from Decathlon and Accell Group will address the meeting. Didier Morelle
(Purchasing Director of Oxylane Group - Decathlon) and Jeroen Snijders Blok (Accell Group COO)
will discuss the project "Sustainable Re-Industrialization in Europe." Currently the first initiatives of
this Re-Industrialization project are developed by bringing back (alloy) frame production to Europe.
The agenda of the meeting on Eurobike 2nd show day says further:
1. Components Producers: can we generate Sustainable Industrial Innovation in the framework of
EU's Horizon 2020 Innovation program? Next to European parts producers, how can
Taiwanese and/or Chinese parts producers be interested to invest in a European 'Bicycle
Valley'?
2. Lean production systems: lower costs thanks to shorter lead times and improved logistics
management. Presentation by WFSGI and Porsche Consulting.
3. Discussion
4. Wrap-up
All industry members (bicycle makers and component makers from Europe as well as from Asia) are
invited to attend the meeting that takes place on Thursday 28th August 2014 from 14:15h to 16:30h
in Room Brussels, Conference Center East. For registration mail to the WFSGI Bicycle manager:
Yves Möri at: ymoeri@wfsgi.org
by label: Jack Oortwijn 21 Aug 2014
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ENNEPETAL, Germany - “It was a serious error about 15 years ago when the European bicycle
industry surrendered the production of steel frames to the import aluminium frames. To maintain the
production of bicycles in Europe it is necessary to re-establish the manufacture of aluminium frames
here.”

“The bicycle industry will not survive in Europe without a capable European parts industry,” says
Alfred Thun CEO of Alfred Thun GmbH. – Photo Thun
In the April issue of Bike Europe Alfred Thun, CEO of bottom bracket manufacturer Alfred Thun
GmbH calls for a concerted action by market leaders such as Accell Group, Pon Holdings and
Decathlon start up the production of aluminium frames in Europe.

Exodus to South-East Asia
"The exodus of European bike and parts producers to South-East Asian countries is cause of great
concern for us and we are all aware that the bicycle industry will not survive in Europe without a
capable European parts industry."
"I am personally engaged to prevent a further decline of the production on our continent. You might
say I am fighting for each bicycle and component manufactured in Europe. The significance of the
European industry is widely accepted and there are even initiatives to keep factories in Europe, or
even to return some."
"To ensure the future of local OEMs a European based aluminium frame manufacturing industry
must be created. We would be ready to shoulder this task. Organised along the lines of Industry 4.0
and highly interlinked with the customers, I have highly flexible, automated manufacturing in mind."
Read more on Alfred Thun's vision on the future of the European bicycle industry and how 'Industry
4.0' could take the bicycle industry to the next level in the April issue of Bike Europe. Click here to
read this issue on-line.
by label: Jan Willem van Schaik 29 Apr 2014
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MACHECOUL, France – The bike facility in Machecoul, France which Intersport France
took over one year ago from Cycleurope, is operating better than expected. This facility
plays a vital role in Intersport’s plans to become a key player in the French bicycle market.
Production planning for 2015 stands at assembling 350,000 (Nakamura) bikes.

In France Intersport has over 600 stores and realizes an annual turnover of € 1.5 billion. –
Photo Intersport
According to a recent Sporting Goods Intelligence report; In 2014, Intersport expects to
make 241,000 units in Machecoul; about 20% more than the planned 200,000 bikes. And
that number is to grow further as Intersport is shifted more production from other countries
to Machecoul.

Reducing gap with Décathlon
Intersport, the world's largest retail organization for dealers in sporting goods including
bikes, invested 6 million euro in the take-over and the factory for having 'Made in France'
bicycles. The objective of Intersport France is a surge in bike activities to reduce the existing
gap it faces with the world's number one in sporting goods; retailchain giant Décathlon.

Logistics capabilities
The production expansion in Machecoul is expected to generate 60 additional jobs. With
that an average of 245 employees will be working at the facility.
With more and more bikes produced in Machecoul also the logistics capabilities have to be
increased. This will require the construction of an additional 12,000 square-meter
warehouse. In France Intersport has over 600 stores and realizes an annual turnover of €
1.5 billion. The group has scheduled the opening of 80 new stores over the next three
years.
by label: Jack Oortwijn 20 Mar 2014
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There have been frequent rumors of a relocation of production, but last Friday Gazelle
announced that they will invest more than 10 million euros in a new plant in their current
location in Dieren, the Netherlands from the end of 2013.
The current historic
office building will be
converted into a modern
office whilst preserving
the characteristic style of
the early twentieth
century. According to
Ferdi Ertekin, Marketing
Manager of Gazelle
(part of Pon Holdings),
The historic office building will be retained. - Photo: Tweewieler
the plant will become the
most modern of its kind in Europe, and will also include the production of electric bicycles:
"This investment is one of the main pillars of the strategic ambition on strengthening
Gazelle's leadership in the Netherlands and to become the number one premium brand in
electric bicycles in Western Europe. We anticipate a growth in the electric bike market in
Western Europe. Gazelle, as the number one brand in the number one bike country,
wants to serve these growing markets with innovative quality bikes and a new modern
factory fits this ambition."
by label: Hedwig Berendsen 24 Jun 2013
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Automotive Supplier Rehau Presents
Advanced E-Bike Frame Production
Technology
label: home

REHAU, Germany – In close cooperation with Storck Bicycle and the Institute of
lightweight and Polymer Technology (ILK) of the TU Dresden, German automotive
supplier Rehau enters the bike industry with a new frame building technology. It is
called ‘nam:e’ and will be presented at Eurobike.
According to Rehau: “This technology will bring back
industrial frame production to Germany, especially for
e-bikes, creating important business advantages for
the bicycle industry.” Information on this innovative
project can be found here.

Innovative production technology
A special feature is the construction of the frame.
Thanks to the innovative production technology and
the use of advanced composite materials it can be
German automotive supplier Rehau enters the
bicycle industry with a new frame building
technology. – Photo Rehau

loaded with up to 280 kilograms. It also allows to
create modern and personalized designs. “Since each

person is unique and has different needs, the bicycle of the future will be as individual as its
driver. Our technology makes this possible,” says Rehau.

Numerous options
Just to mention a few options: the Rehau e-bike frame can be finished in any colour and
various surface structures, as well as a range of design tools like a child seat, a fold out case,
ample space for accessories, and the number of batteries depending on the type cycling trip.
Because all common functions can also be integrated optimally, the smartphone can be
connected with the components of the e-bikebody and thus controlled with apps.
According to Rehau the project holds great promises for the industry. In cooperation with
bicycle manufacturers the new frame technology can be used to create new products and
designs, as well as to integrate functions. The Rehau e-bike body is 100% recyclable.
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Light Electric Vehicle Market
Expected to Reach € 29 Billion by
2026
label: sales & trends

AMSTERDAM, the Netherlands – In the next decade the market for small manned
electric vehicles, including e-bikes up to car-like micro Electric Vehicles (EVs), is
expected to expand rapidly. According to market research agency IDTechEx the
global market will amount up to € 29 billion by 2026.
IDTechEX reports in its study that in 2026
e-scooters will dominate the small electric vehicle
business followed by 3-wheel micro EVs. Close
behind, 4-wheel car-like versions and e-bikes are
also set for robust sales.

Small manned electric vehicles
According to the study, “The ‘small manned electric
In their latest market study IDTechEX expects
robust sales for e-bikes. – Photo Audi

vehicles’ ranging from e-bikes to car-like micro
EVs, are closely related and often sell in the largest

numbers. The wide offering of brand names obscures the fact that they are closely related
and add up to a very large market. Although car-like micro EVs are usually lower in cost
than regular cars, together with 2-wheel EVs, they will reach over € 29 billion in 2026.”

Differentiating 8 sub-categories
The IDTechEx analysis differentiates 8 sub-categories mentioning numbers and value
from 2016-2026. These include golf cars, e-motorcycles, mobility vehicles for the
disabled, ‘Neighbourhood EVs’ as well as all kinds of car-like micro EVs which help
emerging nations to be mobile and to prevent air pollution. Many of these small electric
vehicles act as the missing affordable transition product between an e-bike and an e-car.
For more, click here
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Making Alloy Frames Like Car Chassis
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AGUEDA, Portugal – The supply chain of the bicycle industry is about to change drastically. An alloy
frame production project in Portugal introducing German car chassis production technology in the
bicycle industry could make European frame manufacturing incomparable to that in Asia and
commercially viable.
The completion of a European based and fully robotized frame
production came a big step closer with a € 14 million
investment in Triangles, a company founded by Portuguese
Rodi, Miranda and Ciclo-Fapril.

Construction of the factory started
“We are working closely with a leading expert in the
automotive industry for robotized welding. It took us a long
time to find this expert company for our frame project that
For establishing its alloy frame facility in Portugal
the company Triangles is working closely with a
leading expert in the automotive industry for
robotized aluminium welding. – Photo Bike Europe

started two years ago,” said Rodi and Triangles President
Armando Levi Silva at Eurobike last August.
In fact the construction of the frame factory has started already

in Agueda, Portugal, the same region where most of the country’s bike companies are located. The facility
will have 2 production lines; each with 10 robots. Such a production line has also been set-up at Triangles’
technology partner in Germany. The first robot-produced alloy bike frames were made in Germany and sent
to Portugal for testing. In December 2015 250 MTB and 250 e-bike frames are being produced in Germany.

Final testing this winter
“These will be tested by us again and also by our customers. When all is OK the production machinery will
be moved from Germany to our new facility in Portugal while the other robots will also be coming in. That
robotized production makes it possible to turn the frame-facility into a commercially viable project. And it
makes our frames stand out from all those that are now being made in Asia,” explained Triangles president
Armando Levi.
When all is going according to the plan and more importantly, when the 250 MTB and 250 e-bike frames are
approved after testing by Triangles and its customers, then pre-series production is to start in Portugal. This
is planned for May 2016.

Multi million euro investment
Rodi, Miranda, and Ciclo-Fapril are investing € 14 million in the frame facility, which will have an initial
capacity of 450,000 aluminium frames. For phase 2 another investment of € 5 million is planned, to raise
capacity further.
Investing and setting-up aluminium frame production in Portugal is a major move towards adding flexibility to
the supply chain of the bike industry in Europe. Currently Triangles is also developing a project with one of
the biggest producers of suspension forks. Production is to expected to start in the first quarter of 2017.
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Triangle’s Starts Robotized Alloy
Frame Welding on Industrial Scale
label: sales & trends

EIXO, Portugal – It’s busy at the production site of Triangle’s in Portugal; the 1st
company in Europe that is producing aluminium bicycle and e-bike frames on an
industrial scale. This buzz has nothing to do with trucks coming with materials and
others leaving the factory with frames that just came off the production lines. It’s about
workers that are still building the facility and others that are installing the first
machines like heat treatment ovens.
The robots that have to do the welding are scheduled
to arrive end of July and first production runs are
planned for October.
May 2018 is the big date for Triangle’s – Cycling
Equipments SA, as the Portuguese alloy framemaking company is officially named. Then the factory
will go into high gear and full operation. Some half a
Investors in Triangle’s Cycling Equipments SA
(from left) Vital Almeida (Ciclo Fapril), Armando
Levi (Rodi) and João Miranda (Miranda). –
Photos courtesy Wheelgiant

million frames will be produced annually; give or take
about 15% for set-up losses. But before Triangle’s is
in full swing, there are still some hills to climb;

including technical ones.

10 meter high ceilings
But, the people behind the large-scaled alloy frame-making project know well that what they
are setting up is a technical challenge to say the least. In fact it is stepping into uncharted
territory, as robotic welding of aluminium bike frames is completely new. Not only for the
bicycle industry, but for the world.
Of course the car industry uses robots in welding car chassis’ made from aluminium. But that’s
different and maybe technically less challenging compared to welding a bicycle and e-bike
frame by robots. In particular as such frames come with tubes that have various thicknesses.
Top tube, BB-set, chainstays, etc. However, the three companies that started the industrial
alloy frame-making project have among them a partner who is already welding and producing
aluminium parts for the car industry.

Care for every detail
This is Ciclo Fapril. The other two partners – Rodi (with rims and wheelsets) and Miranda (with
cranksets) also have a background in making aluminium parts. So, they know what they are
faced with and that’s why they don’t take any chances and care for every detail. Such as the

http://www.bike-eu.com/sales-trends/nieuws/2016/8/triangles-starts-robotized-alloy-frame-welding-on-industrial...

fact that their brand new facility in Eixo – Aveiro, Portugal, has 10 meter high ceilings. That’s
for keeping the conditions for welding (also in the very warm summers of Portugal) at the
needed constant temperature of 20 to 22 degrees Celsius.

Slow production start in October
Next to finishing the factory; installing machinery and of course all that comes with getting the
back office up and running, some 300 alloy frames have been made last July. These 300 have
been rigorously tested at four different testing institutes; including Velotech in Germany and
ABIMOTA in Portugal.
Next October Triangle’s is to start its production slowly. The first MTB frames will be made by
then. The rest of 2016 will be used to further fine-tune the two fully automated and robotized
production lines. In March 2017 machinery for hydroforming alloy tubes is to be installed
followed in June/July by a paint shop.

Production planning
For 2017 Triangle‘s is planning a production of 150,000 alloy bicycle and e-bike frames.
According to President Armando Levi this production planning gives the company possibilities
to prepare samples for customers that will be ready by January 2018. That is to trigger the
next phase, which is going into full production mode by May 2018.

Prices
Asked about prices of Triangle’s robot-made alloy frames compared to those of its Asian
competitors, President Levi says, “The price difference will be small, in particular for e-bike
frames. Our prices for alloy MTB frames will be some 10% to 15% higher compared to
Asia-made frames. However, we have the advantage of being able to deliver just-in-time to the
industry in Europe.
“Of course we work with forecasts, but ordering in one week means shipment within two
weeks. Next to this I think that our fully automated and robotized production is also a USP. It
results in constant and consistent quality. We stand also out from our Asian competitors when
taking the development of new frame models into account. From drawings to a ready for use
frame Triangle’s will be able to get this done within four months.”

Investments
Ciclo Fapil, Miranda, and Rodi, the three Portuguese parts makers that founded Triangle’s
Cycling Equipments SA, have seen their investment rise since the start of the project. The
initial investment totaled € 14.5 million. Currently € 2 million extra is added to the tally, which is
used for the paint shop and for the in-house production of various aluminium frame parts. And
the three investors are expecting that it will not stop there. They count on spending € 20 million
as they are already planning to install a 3rd fully automated and robotized production line.
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